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How do infants and toddlers learn to talk about objects? We know that concrete visual objects 
like CUP, BALL, and SPOON are among the first-named objects (Caselli et al., 1995; Gentner & 
Boroditsky, 2001). We know a lot about how what young learners hear shapes what they say 
(Goodman, Dale, & Li, 2008; Snow & Ferguson, 1977; Weisleder & Fernald, 2013). Research on 
the early stages of language learning has focused on language input and how infants find words 
within a speech stream ( Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996). However, we 
know very little about how what children see matters for their language achievements. In this 
chapter, we first review key points regarding visual learning that are relevant to early language 
learning, including how children segment and attend to visual objects. We then review evidence 
about children’s egocentric views of objects and their relevance for language learning. We con-
clude the chapter by discussing two new directions – the role of language in creating visual 
experiences and atypical language development – for language learning research grounded in 
these recent discoveries about visual objects as they are encountered by young language learners.

Finding visual objects

For infants to learn about objects and their properties, to form memories of those objects, and 
ultimately to learn the names of objects and their categories, infants must first find the objects in 
potentially complex and cluttered scenes in which objects overlap and may be partially occluded. 
Developmental research in vision science has provided programmatic and elegant experiments 
showing that the ability to segment a partially occluded object and represent it as a unified entity 
starts developing early (Valenza & Bulf, 2011), but progresses gradually during the period from 
birth to 6 months (Johnson & Aslin, 1996). This process is highly dependent on object motion 
that is independent of background (Johnson & Aslin, 1995; Kellman, Gleitman, & Spelke, 1987; 
Slater, Morison, Somers, Mattock, Brown, & Taylor, 1990) and is related to infants’ experiences 
and practice in tracking objects (Busking, Botha, & Post, 2010; Johnson, Davidow, Hall-Haro, & 
Frank, 2008; Valenza & Bulf, 2011). Experiments studying early segmentation have typically 
presented infants with single planar views of an object with lateral or looming motions, both of 
which support segmentation (Busking et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2008; Valenza & Bulf, 2011; 
cf. Graf, 2006; Hummel & Biederman, 1992). This is particularly interesting, because recent 
observations of how parents show objects to young infants suggest that parents show objects so 
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that the child sees a lot of the objects’ flat surfaces but rarely any depth or angles. Parents show 
objects with shaking, looming, and lateral movements or planar rotations (Matatyaho & Gogate, 
2008; Thelen & Smith, 1998). These are observed in parent-infant interaction, specifically in 
the moments when parents hold and move objects during word teaching contexts and/or play. 
Critical visual experiences such as the feature-rich single viewing of objects could be in part 
supported by these social interactions that may both capture attention and segregate the object 
from the background.

Attending to visual objects

To learn about an object, infants must also sustain focused attention on the object. Infants suc-
cessfully learn about an object only when they catch relevant information about it, and this 
requires rapid and well-controlled attention. One major milestone in attending to objects is 
when infants can follow moving objects and/or the hand pointing toward objects. Such atten-
tional organization emerges in infants as young as 3 months, helps early learners identify word 
meanings, and serves potential communicative functions (Ruff & Rothbart, 2001).

Most research examining infant visual attention has measured looking behavior such as 
habituation or preferential looking tasks (Kellman & Banks, 1998; Reynolds, Courage, & Rich-
ards, 2013). Looking duration has also been used to index information processing and/or intelli-
gence (Colombo, 1993; Colombo & Mitchell, 1990; Tamis-LeMonda & Bornstein, 1989) as well 
as cognitive functioning (Rose, Feldman, & Jankowski, 2012). In these efforts, visual attention 
is used primarily as an index of discrimination or recognition. For example, one of the most 
commonly used measures of recognition in infant research presents an infant with a stimulus 
for a set length of time, followed by comparison trials in which two visual stimuli are presented 
simultaneously to the left and right of midline. The sensitivity to novelty is the proportion of 
infant looking toward the novel stimulus out of the total looking time toward both stimuli, and 
this score serves as an index of learning. If the infant recognizes the familiar stimulus, then she/
he would be expected to look longer toward the novel stimulus and demonstrate recognition.

The visual attention skills studied in this literature, aimed at discovering properties of early 
visual attention and the impact of attention on visual recognition memory (Colombo, 2001; 
Reynolds et al., 2013), are also highly relevant for tasks designed to measure how young children 
understand words. The most recent documentations of young infants’ understanding of object-
word associations have used experimental paradigms that measure infant looking behavior – a 
task known as “looking while listening” (Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Fernald, Zangl, Portillo, & 
Marchman, 2008). In the typical setup, infants are shown two discrete images, one of which is 
labeled in a spoken sentence (“Do you see the apple?”) to examine whether or not infants look 
toward the named item (correct item), indicative of their knowledge about the relation between 
the referent and its name. Findings from this literature have demonstrated that orienting atten-
tion to referents when hearing words is a critical skill for learning words and becomes more 
efficient with time and experience (e.g., Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Weisleder & Fernald, 
2013). One outstanding question is: How do everyday learning contexts and viewing experi-
ences shape this changing attentional trajectory? What factors help to organize looking behavior 
and support linking heard names to seen objects?

Developmentally gated contexts for learning about objects

Early visual experiences and the development of attention take place in a dynamically chang-
ing context that frequently involves other social beings. Social partners’ referential cues – gaze, 
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pointing, touching, object handling, object showing, tapping – strongly influence communica-
tion and language learning throughout a wide age range of typically and atypically developing 
children (Iverson et al., 1999; Landry & Chapieski, 1989; Leekam, Hunnisett, & Moore, 1998; 
Matatyaho & Gogate, 2008; Yu & Smith, 2016). Parents and caregivers also modify their behav-
ior, based on the skills and interests of their infant, in ways that matter for access to visual objects 
(Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda, Hahn, & Haynes, 2008). Specific to object naming, observations of 
how parents show objects to very young infants suggest that the ways parents hold and dynami-
cally move objects near the baby’s face are a potent force for early looking behavior, at least in 
the multimodal context of naming objects (Gogate, Bolzani, & Betancourt, 2006). In addition, 
parents change the way they play with their child flexibly to adapt to the child’s needs – based 
on the child’s age (Brand, Baldwin, & Ashburn, 2002), developmental achievements like object 
knowledge (Dimitrova & Moro, 2013), communication skills (Iverson et al., 1999; Doussard-
Roosevelt, Joe, Bazhenova, & Porges, 2003; Lemanek, Stone, & Fishel, 1993), and language 
development (Kasari & Sigman, 1997; Landa, Holman, Garrett-Mayer, 2007; Wray & Norbury, 
2018). Parental adaptations influence young children’s early visual experiences and attention, 
and as infant responses – looking, smiling, and vocalizing – become more complex, parents’ 
responses become more complex and coordinated with their infant’s responses (Carpenter, 
Nagell, Tomasello, Butterworth, & Moore, 1998).

These dynamic social exchanges and experiences with object playing can also change dramati-
cally as the infant’s physical and motor experiences change. For example, early reaching movements 
appear to be related to increases in attention to faces and objects in face-to-face play (Libertus & 
Needham, 2011), in addition to object play per se during early interactions (Striano & Stahl, 2005). 
Also, the transition from crawling to walking typically develops over a very broad age range, 9 to 14 
months, and with this transition there are many concurrent social changes: crawlers cannot easily 
carry objects and are less likely to share and show objects, and parents are less likely to respond to 
their bids for attention with an object; walkers can easily carry objects to parents, they show objects 
more, they make more bids for attention – even from a distance – and parents are more responsive to 
these bids (Campos & Bertenthal, 1990; Karasik, Tamis-LeMonda, & Adolph, 2011). These changing 
joint interactions with objects create unique visual opportunities for the young learner; the objects 
in the visual input over the course of these interactions are the data available to young learners as 
they are learning to connect objects and their names.

The value to developmental researchers of direct access to what visual information is availa-
ble to the child, and how it changes over time, is considerable in a wide range of fields, including 
the study of perceptual development, motor control, social development, and language learning. 
There is an increasing interest in understanding the origins of object name learning by meas-
uring the dynamic first person view in natural contexts and activities. Researchers have now 
solved a number of technical challenges that had previously impeded progress, including record-
ing devices that are tolerated by young children both inside and outside the lab (see Smith, Yu, 
Yoshida, & Fausey, 2015, for an overview).

Capturing egocentric views of objects

Recent innovations in a lightweight wearable camera system have made it possible to capture 
the first person views of young infants and children. There are now a number of researchers 
conducting studies in which the child’s own view is recorded and analyzed, and different setups 
have been developed to address different research questions. A typical setup for the lab setting 
includes multiple room cameras, which can include a wall-mounted camera for a side view of 
the scene and a ceiling camera for a bird’s-eye view.
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The cameras are often selected to be high-resolution digital cameras able to capture fast 
motion between frames. For the dynamic first person views, researchers use either a mini head 
camera or eye-tracking headgear. These are placed on the infant’s forehead with a cap, headband, 
and/or glasses frame. The head camera or eye-tracking headgear is small and lightweight – 
typically weighing between 48g and 83g (for a head camera ~20–30g). Head cameras use a 
single camera recording the visual field from the infant’s perspective (e.g., ~75° diagonal, ~70° 
horizontal, ~50° vertical); eye-tracking headgear also uses another camera facing the infant’s 
right eye to record the eye’s movements. The infrared LED facing the infant’s right eye tracks 
the pupil and corneal reflection in addition to the camera recording the visual field from the 
infant’s perspective (Franchak, Kretch, Soska, & Adolph, 2011). After placement of the camera(s) 
on children’s heads, both the head camera and the eye-tracking methods take care to calibrate 
the views. For example, a manual calibration procedure uses a board and displays some spatially 
distributed stickers, and gaze direction is calibrated at the beginning and end of a task session 
by the experimenter pointing to each sticker to attract the infant’s attention to that point in  
the image space. The same procedure can be used for all ages of participants, and any portion of 
the process can be automatized. Videos along with audio data are often joined and synchronized 
(either on-line or off-line, and time locked at the appropriate rate) to show the multiple views, 
including the first person view with eye-tracking coordinates superimposed over the image 
(circle indicating the fixation as shown in Figure 7.1, top-right) for later annotation. A number 
of laboratories now have extensive experience using these kinds of systems and procedures, and 
report high success rates of placing and calibrating the eye-tracker with multiple age groups of 
participants.

The images in Figure 7.1 illustrate the views in front of infants and toddlers recorded by 
these systems. They are different from what a camera positioned on the ceiling or a tripod cap-
tures. In these views, objects are often brought up close to the child, largely viewed by the child 
(Smith et al., 2015; Yu & Smith, 2012), and differ from third person perspective scenes (Aslin, 
2009; Yoshida & Smith, 2008; Yurovsky, Smith, & Yu, 2013). Also, visual experience is intimately 
tied to body and movement. Every eye-gaze direction shift, every head turn, every hand action, 
every step taken changes the information available to the visual system. Many studies have dem-
onstrated that early visual experiences are indeed influenced by the size and morphology of the 
infant body, and what they can do with that body (James, Swain, Jones, & Smith, 2014; Kretch, 

Figure 7.1 Egocentric scenes captured from head-mounted scene cameras in the lab.
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Franchak, & Adolph, 2014; Pereira, James, Jones, & Smith, 2010). These views are also different 
from views that reach adult eyes, with adult heads on adult bodies and adult motor repertoires 
(Smith, Yu, & Pereira, 2011), and thus they are not easily predicted by adult intuitions (Franchak 
et al., 2011; Yurovsky et al., 2013). Across studies using different cameras, in different contexts, 
with different ages, it is now clear that the young learner’s egocentric view differs dramatically 
from other views. The contents of the egocentric view are essential for researchers to understand 
what visual object information is available to young learners.

An exciting development in recent years has been to capture egocentric views not only in the 
lab, but also in everyday contexts at home (Fausey, Jayaraman, & Smith, 2016; Jayaraman et al., 2015; 
Smith et al., 2018; see also Bergelson & Aslin, 2017). This method prioritizes the everyday scenes 
that infants encounter, and yields datasets of egocentric views that are not distorted by the presence 
of an experimenter or pre-designed tasks. By using a lightweight camera with sufficient battery life 
and video storage, and that parents can easily position on their child, we can discover the content 
of everyday scenes and how this may change over development (see Figure 7.2).

Discoveries with egocentric object views

Over the past decade, we have learned a great deal about how visual input matters for early word 
learning by outfitting infants and toddlers with egocentric cameras during object play and naturalis-
tic activities. One lesson is that the sensory input from the toddler’s point of view is selective (Clerkin, 
Hart, Rehg, Yu, & Smith, 2017; Smith et al., 2011; Yoshida & Smith, 2008), and object names associ-
ated with these selective views are especially transparent and likely to be learned (Pereira, Smith, & 
Yu, 2014; Yu & Smith, 2012; Yurovsky et al., 2013). Figure 7.3 illustrates the dramatic difference in 
the visual information available to a toddler interacting with an object compared to the room view.

Figure 7.2 Egocentric scenes during everyday activities at home.

Visual objects and young language learners

Figure 7.3 Egocentric (left) and room (right) views synchronized in time.
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One major gate to these egocentric views is the toddler’s own action. Toddlers have short 
arms, so when they hold an object it is close to their eyes and dominates over potential com-
petitor objects (Smith et al., 2011). Further, toddlers move their heads less when holding an 
object (Smith et al., 2011) and when reaching for an object (Yoshida & Smith, 2008) com-
pared to other moments, and so they create a relatively stable view. We now know that this 
uncluttered and stable view facilitates object name learning: toddlers are more likely to learn 
an object’s name if they hear it while they are holding the object that is large-and-stable 
in view compared to other moments (Pereira et al., 2014; Yu & Smith, 2012). Another gate 
to the egocentric views emerges through social context where these views are made avail-
able by parents to infants who are still learning to reach efficiently and manipulate objects 
(Burling & Yoshida, 2019). In a semi-longitudinal study, infant’s object fixation was tracked 
as a function of object manipulation by child and/or parent with 5- to 24-month-olds. The 
results suggest a robust sustained attention before they actively manipulate objects through-
out the developmental transition between parent-generated and self-generated exploration 
of objects.

Further, toddlers’ self-generated visual experiences may be central to development of 
visual object recognition. Pereira et al. (2010) reported developmental changes in how tod-
dlers hold objects during visual exploration, across the same developmental period as the 
normative vocabulary burst. In this study, 12- to 36-month-old children first participated in 
visual and manual exploration of held objects and then later completed an object recogni-
tion test with sparse geometric versions of those objects. Pereira et al. (2010) reported that 
older children (but not younger children) showed a preference for planar view in which the 
major axis of the object is parallel to the line of sight (James, Humphrey, & Goodale, 2001) 
and an increasing sensitivity to the geometric structure of the objects, which has been linked 
to the number of nouns in their productive vocabularies (Pereira & Smith, 2009; Smith, 
2003). Further correlational evidence suggests a link between infants’ object exploration and 
object recognition by showing that 5- to 8-month-old infants’ history in sitting, holding, 
and visually exploring objects predicts their ability to recognize an object from a previously 
unseen view (Soska, Adolph, & Johnson, 2010). These studies together point to an emerg-
ing consensus that developmental processes involving visual object recognition and the way 
young children hold and manipulate objects are tightly linked (Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998; 
Needham, 2000; Rochat, 1989) and may play a critical role in early object name learning 
(Smith, 2013).

A second lesson from recent analyses of young children’s egocentric views is that the set of 
views available to toddlers may be an especially useful object recognition “training dataset”. 
Variable views of single objects, together with a highly non-uniform distribution of views 
across objects, may be computationally advantageous to early learning. Several recent studies 
demonstrate the value of the natural visual experiences that toddlers create for themselves when 
holding objects. Yu, Bambach, Zhang, and Crandall (2017) showed that state-of-the-art machine 
learning algorithms (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) learned to recognize objects in new contexts 
more successfully when trained on toddler views than adult views. This generalization success 
could be attributed to the variability in views (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). Slone, Smith, and 
Yu (2017) pursued this hypothesis and reported that greater variability in self-generated views 
at 15 months of age predicted the number of object names that toddlers knew 6 months later 
(see Montag, Jones, & Smith, 2015; Perry, Samuelson, Malloy, & Schiffer, 2010, for the poten-
tial processes). Clerkin et al. (2017) also recently reported that everyday scenes of one activity 
(mealtime) are highly cluttered, but within this clutter there is a small set of repeating objects. 
These most pervasive objects are also among the earliest named objects according to vocabulary 
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norms. We now know that specific properties of the egocentric views available to young chil-
dren are quite different from the typical “visual diet” fed to computer vision algorithms, which 
presents exciting opportunities for collaboration and future insights in both developmental and 
computer science (see Smith & Slone, 2017, for further discussion).

Finally, a third lesson revealed by capturing and analyzing young children’s egocentric views 
is that these views change over time. In the social domain, young infants see many more faces 
than hands, while toddlers see many more hands than faces (Fausey et al., 2016). The properties 
of scenes with early named objects also change over time, with 8 to 10-month-olds encoun-
tering views relatively cluttered with objects, and toddlers encountering more selective object 
views (Clerkin et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2018). These discoveries highlight the need to take 
changing input into account in our theories of developmental change.

Implications and future directions

We return to a foundational question for theories of language learning: What supports linking 
heard names to seen objects? How do recent discoveries based on egocentric views of objects 
guide next steps for studying the role of visual attention, memory, and learning in language 
development? We suggest that researchers are now in an excellent position to link the statistical 
structure of encountered objects to the available linguistic input, and to examine how the visual 
and linguistic streams may vary across contexts and learners.

Evidence from adults and children suggests that speech and eye movements are strongly cou-
pled (Borovsky, Elman, & Fernald, 2012; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, 
Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). For example, Griffin and Bock (2000) demonstrated that speakers 
have a strong tendency to look toward objects referred to by speech and that words begin 
roughly 1 second after speakers gaze at their referents. Developmental studies in controlled lab 
settings document that heard words guide attention throughout development in a variety of task 
contexts (e.g., preferential looking, word comprehension, visual search, and sentence process-
ing, among others). Recent studies have shown the power of words to direct visual attention in 
infants as young as 6 months old (Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Tincoff & Jusczyk, 2012). Other 
studies have shown that 3-year-old children are faster to find objects in cluttered scenes if they 
are cued with the object name than if they are cued with the object picture (Vales & Smith, 
2015), suggesting that labels play a role in children’s visual working memory representations and 
visual target identification. What is the origin of this linguistically mediated attention and object 
recognition, and how robust is it?

We do not yet know the origins or developmental pathways that support linguistically cued 
attention, but the multimodal structure of the encountered input is likely relevant. The idea that 
statistical regularities are a strong (so-called top down) force on attention is a critical compo-
nent of all influential models of attention (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Egeth & Yantis, 1997; 
Fecteau & Munoz, 2006; Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005; Treisman, 2009; Wolfe, 2007), but we are 
only beginning to understand these regularities in infants’ experiences. What are the words that 
co-occur with the egocentric views of objects, especially in everyday contexts? Perhaps parents’ 
object handling helps to organize co-occurring sounds, supporting phonological segmentation 
and word-referent mappings for specific objects. Or developmentally ordered input like massive 
repetition of visual objects for months before the objects’ names are encountered may support 
rapid learning of multiple words during the typical toddler “word burst” period. The power 
of a word to direct attention may depend on its multimodal history, and vary across the early 
years as children build their vocabularies. Determining the extent to which visual and linguis-
tic streams offer concurrent and/or ordered support for linking objects and their names will 
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constrain theories about the origins of linguistically cued attention. The head camera approach 
will help researchers discover the microstructure of moment-to-moment instances in which a 
word meets its visual scene, creating a history of language-vision co-occurrences that may sup-
port linguistically cued attention.

Clearly, the power of a word to direct attention is important in many contexts – from learn-
ing words, to finding relevant parts of a scene, to following instructions in a classroom. However, 
as for robustness, we know relatively little about potential individual differences in the devel-
opmental trajectories of linguistically cued attention. Can a single utterance effectively direct 
attention in all children, or could multiple repetitions of the same word be required for some 
children? Individual differences in the suite of early visual, language, social, and attentional expe-
riences are particularly relevant for understanding the robustness of linguistically cued attention 
in typical and atypical development.

A growing number of studies indicate that individual differences in the ability of 6- to 
18-month-olds to establish joint attention are strongly predictive of language ability at 24 to 
36 months (Markus, Mundy, Morales, Delgado, & Yale, 2000; Morales, Mundy, & Rojas, 1998). 
Mundy and colleagues have been particularly interested in the early diagnosis of children with 
autism spectrum disorders (Delgado, Mundy, Crowson, Markus, Yale, & Schwartz, 2002). The 
task they used is similar to those that are used to measure the extent of the perceptual field. In 
this task, a target that is socially indicated by a parent’s gaze direction or point is located within 
or outside of the visual field, and children’s gaze shift to that target is recorded from a room 
camera facing the child. Typically developing children (12 to 18 months) readily follow eye gaze 
(or point) to a target outside of the visual field. Mundy and colleagues have used performance in 
this task to predict children at risk for difficulties in learning language, and children with autism 
show specifically marked difficulties in the use of social cues in this task. Interestingly, however, a 
recent study in which parents and their young children with autism wore head cameras during a 
social interaction documented parental scaffolding that supported the child’s sustained attention 
to referential cues and joint attention (Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009). In this study, children with 
autism experienced joint attention moments at a similar rate as their typically developing peers. 
They also experienced more joint attention moments than their typically developing peers 
immediately after parents gestured. Parents appear to alter their behavior according to the devel-
opmental level of their child, including increased scaffolding for their children with autism, with 
measurable consequences for the child’s visual experiences in social interactions. Head cameras 
are particularly well suited to address questions about visual patterns of cause and consequence, 

Figure 7.4  Egocentric (left) and room (right) views synchronized in time taken from deaf parent- 
child dyads.
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feedback loops, and coordination in dyadic play (see also Yu & Smith, 2016), with clear public 
health relevance and the potential to guide evidence-based supportive parenting interventions.

Autism research has also reported links between atypical sensorimotor development and atyp-
ical patterns of object exploration (de Campos, Savelsbergh, & Rocha, 2012), visual processing 
(Behrmann, Thomas, & Humphreys, 2006), and attention (Takarae, Luna, & Sweeney, 2012), indi-
cating potential cognitive factors constraining visual experiences. The co-occurrence of words 
and referents with these atypical visual experiences, and the predictability structure of the input, 
may also be atypical – leading to different and challenging trajectories of both word learning and 
linguistically cued attention. Recent studies using head cameras to capture interactions between 
parents and children, however, highlight a wide range of co-occurrence and predictability struc-
tures relating the linguistic and visual streams within experiences of typically developing children  
(Castellanos, Pisoni, Yu, Chen, & Houston, accepted; Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009). In one study, 
egocentric viewing by typically developing 3- to 5-year-old deaf children (of deaf parents) was 
recorded in a social interaction with objects (Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009). The preliminary 
results indicate that during interactions between a child and a parent whose linguistic input is vis-
ually encoded dominantly (e.g., American Sign Language), the parent’s hands and the child’s own 
hands dominate the child’s visual experiences (see Figure 7.4). Compared to hearing children, 
single object play is also especially apparent. Hence, egocentric views may reveal not only poten-
tially atypical encounters with visual objects, but also the ways in which these encounters and the 
coordination of visual, language, and social input support multiple pathways of language develop-
ment. Egocentric views reveal properties of the visual environment that are available to young 
learners and therefore available to shape their attention and learning (see Jayaraman, Fausey, & 
Smith, 2017, Figure 7.1). Insights into the structure of this input, and its variation across typical 
and atypical development, will advance our understanding of how learning emerges and changes, 
and guide future interventions designed to support strong beginnings of language development.

Conclusion

Children learn to talk about objects. Recent efforts using head cameras have captured the visual 
objects that young learners actually encounter. We have learned that these egocentric scenes are 
often selective with respect to the objects in view, change over developmental time, and have 
properties that are computationally advantageous to early learning. We look forward to future 
discoveries about the linguistic and social cues that co-occur with egocentric views in order to 
support early language learning in many kinds of learners in many kinds of contexts.
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